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Minimax  Frequency Domain Performance  and  Robustness 
Optimization of Linear  Feedback  Systems 

HUIBERT KWAKERNAAK, FELLOW, IEEE 

Abstract-It is shown  that  feedback  system design objectives,  such as 
disturbance  attenuation and rejection, power and bandwidth limitation, 
and robustness,  may he  expressed in terms of required bounds  of  the 
sensitivity  function and its complement  on the  imaginary axis. This  leads 
to a minimax frequency  domain  optimization  problem,  whose  solution is 
reduced to  the  solution of a polynomial equation. 

F 
I. INTRODUCTION , 

EEDBACK systems are design+ to  fulfil a number of 
purposes. Among them are disturbance attenuation and 

rejection, good command response, and robustness. Restricted 
plant power and sensitivity to sensor noise form important 
limitations. Optimization is  a powerful technique to deal with 
design problems with conflicting objectives. It therefore is little 
wonder that the optimization of control systems, particularly 
linear control systems, is  a subject of long standing. 

Inspired by the work of Wiener, much  of the effort has been 
directed towards the minimization of quadratic integral-type 
criteria, either handled in the frequency domain such as in Wiener 
optimization, or in the time domain such as in linear optimal 
control theory. The principal reason for this emphasis on 
quadratic criteria is the existence of explicit solutions to the 
corresponding optimization problems and their accessibility for 
analysis. 

Although linear optimal control theory with quadratic criteria is 
a powerful tool, it has limitations. One of its principal disadvan- 
tages is its inability to handle robustness problems. There seems to 
be no natural way to include robustness requirements as a design 
objective in quadratic integral criteria. 

Much of the recent work on robustness has been focused on 
frequepcy domain characterizations [1]-[5]. The results mainly 
concern multiinput multioutput feedback systems in the configura- 
tion of Fig. 1, but the conclusions are of course also valid for 
single-input single-output systems, which are the subject of this 
paper. In the block diagram of Fig. 1, H is the plant transfer 
function and G the controller transfer function. The loop gain  is 
denoted as L(s) : = H(s)G(s). From this recent work on 
robustness it is clear that the sensitivity function S : = 1/(1 + L )  
and its complement T : = 1 - S = L/(1 + L )  play  an important 
role in assessing the robustness of a closed-loop control system. It 
has also become evident that good robustness may  be obtained if 
suitable bounds can be imposed on the behavior of S and Ton the 
imaginary axis. . 

In this connection, an important field of study has been opened 
up by Zames [6]-[8]. Zames argues that under partial uncertainty 
about the nature of the disturbances it is necessary to impose 
bounds on the sensitivity function. This idea leads to an 
optimization problem that consists of the minimization of  a 
criterion of the form sup,\ S(iw)V(iw)l, where V is a suitable 
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Fig. 1. Control system contipation. 

weighting function. The problem, as well as its multivariable 
version [9], [lo], are solved by interpolation theory or functional 
analysis techniques. It is somewhat surprising that fairly‘explicit 
solutions exist and that no recourse needs be taken to nonlinear 
programming. 

In the present paper it is attempted to take this work a little 
further and to show that many essential design objectives for 
linear feedback systems may be translated into required bounds on 
the sensitivity function S or its complement T, or both, on the 
imaginary axis. These design objectives include disturbance 
attenuation and rejection, power and bandwidth limitation, and 
robustness. 

Section 11 of this paper is devoted to a discussion of these 
subjects. It is concluded that a balance between conflicting design 
objectives can be achieved by minimizing a criterion of the form 

sup [IV(iw)S(iw)12+(W(io)T(io)12] (1.1) 

where Vand Ware suitably chosen weighting functions. As in the 
work of Safonov, Laub, and Hartmann [ 1 11, the criterion involves 
both S and T, but it is a minimax and not an integral type 
criterion. 

The actual solution of the minimax problem is undertaken in 
Section III. The solution technique differs from that of other 
authors and is related to the well-known fact in,  for instance, 
statistical decision theory that “equalizers” yield minimax solu- 
tions. It is shown that the minimax problem may be reduced to the 
solution of a polynomial equation. 

Section IV, which is quite brief, offers a  few comments on the 
numerical solution of this polynomial equation. Section V deals 
with the specialization of the results to the minimization of 
supwl V(iw)S(iw)l. Finally, in Section VI some examples are 
discussed. Three of them illustrate technical points. The fourth 
shows that application of the design technique to a stock example 
(the double integrator) leads to a classical design. The conclusions 
of the paper are summarized in Section W. 

Extension of the results of this paper to multiinput multioutput 
plants is feasible and is currently under investigation [12]. For 
single-input single-output systems, the results of the current paper 
may be generalized to a criterion of the form Ck I Vk(iw)S(iw) + 
Wk(iw)T(iw)12,  with the Vk and Wk suitable weighting functions. 
These results are reported elsewhere [ 131. Since the first version 
of  the present paper was written, Verma and Jonckheere [14] 
published a solution of the problem of minimizing (1.1) based on 
Helton’s work [ 151, while Francis [I61 solved the multivariable 
version of the problem using functional analysis techniques. 

We end this Introduction with some preliminaries. The plant 
transfer function H and the controller transfer function G are 

w 
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written in  the form 

where $, 4, p ,  and u are real polynomials such that $ and 4 have 
no common roots. The plant denominator polynomial 4 has 
degree n and the numerator polynomial y5 degree m. G is not 
necessarily proper, but  we assume that H(s) and L(s) = H(s)G(s) 
are. Under these assumptions the closed-loop system is well- 
defined as long as L ,  # - 1 ,  where L ,  : = lim!!,+,L(s). When 
both 4 and u are monic, the closed-loop charactenstic polynomial 
is given by .> ;; . I 

where xol(s) : = $(s)a(s) is the open-loop characteristic polyno- 
mial. In the sequel it is convenient to work with the unnormalized 
characteristic polynomial 

If the closed-loop system is well-defined, this polynomial equals 
the closed-loop characteristic polynomial within a nonzero con- 
stant factor, also when $ and u are not monic. In terms of 
polynomials, 

X&) = 4 (4 + $ (4 P (SI. (1.5) 

The sensitivity function S and its complement T may be expressed 
as 

II. PERFORMANCE AND R o B u ~ T ~ ~ E ~ ~  OPTIMIZATION BY OFTIMAL 
BOUNDING 

In this section it will first be shown that many essential control 
system design requirements can be translated into bounds on the 
behavior of the sensitivity function S and its complement Ton the 
imaginary axis. The next step in the argument is to minimize these 
bounds. This leads to a minimax frequency domain optimization 
problem, whose solution is discussed in the next section. The 
design aspects considered in the present section are disturbance 
attenuation, disturbance rejection, power limitation-which  is 
directly related to bandwidth limitation-robustness, and com- 
mand response. 

In the following, the discussion will be confmed to closed-loop 
systems that have all their poles in the closed left-half plane. 
Controllers that result in control systems not satisfying this 
requirement are not admissible. 

Disturbance Attenuation: For good disturbance attenuation, 
the sensitivity function S of the closed-loop system should have 
the property that I S(iw) I is small over the frequency range of the 
disturbances. It has been convincingly argued by Zames [6] that 
this can be achieved by requiring that I S(iw) V(iw) I is uniformly 
small for all w ,  where Vis a suitable weighting function reflecting 
the available information about the frequency content of the 
disturbances. Thus, for good disturbance attenuation we need to 
be ensured of  a sufficiently small upper bound on I S(iw) V(iw)l. 

Disturbance  Rejection: Consider a disturbance (entering at the 
output of the plant) of the form tiehr, j = 0, 1 ,  - e ,  k - 1, with X 
a given complex number such that Re (A) 1 0, and k a given 
integer. It is said that the closed-loop control system rejects this 
disturbance if the response of the controlled output to this 
disturbance eventually vanishes. A necessary and sufficient 
condition for disturbance rejection is that S has a zero of 
-multiplicity k at s = X. 

It is mandatory to have rejection of disturbances that are plant- 

generated. These are disturbances that result from nonzero initial 
conditions of the plant, and are of the indicated type with X any 
plant pole in the closed right-half plane and k its multiplicity. 
Since S(s) = $(s)a(s)/x&), S always has zeros, with the correct 
multiplicity, at  the open-loop plant poles in the open right-half 
plane; by admissibility such poles can never cancel against roots 
of xcl. We can make sure that S has zeros, with the correct 
multiplicity, at  the plant poles on the imaginary axis by requiring 
that I S(iw) V(iw) I is bounded, where V has poles at all open-loop 
plant poles on the imaginary axis with corresponding multiplicity. 

If V also has poles at other locations on the imaginary axis, 
rejection is achieved for the corresponding disturbances as well. 
This may be useful for vibration isolation (rejection of harmonic 
disturbances of a fixed frequency), but is particularly important 
for obtaining rejection of constant disturbances by letting V have a 
pole at s = 0. In particular, if Vhas a pole at s = 0 of multiplicity 
k ,  I S(iw) V(iw)I can only be bounded if S has a zero at 0 of 
multiplicity k ,  which means that the closed-loop system is of 
“type&.” 

Power  and  Bandwidth  Limitation: In the closed-loop system, 
the transfer function from the disturbances, measurement noise, 
and command input to the plant input is T(s)/H(s). Limitation of 
the inmt Dower of the plant can therefore be achieved by imposing 
a bound on I W(iw)T(iw) 1, where W is a weighting function that is 
suitably chosen in relation to the plant transfer function H and the 
available information about the frequency content of disturbances, 
measurement noise, and command input. 

We record some important considerations in the choice of the 
weighting function W. First, we  note that if the plant has pole 
excess e 1 0, 1 /H(s) = O(se) as Is( -+ 03. Therefore, in order to 
make sure that I T(iw)/H(iw)I remains bounded as w + os-which 
certainly is advisable-one should make sure that W(s) = O(se) as 
( S I  -+ 03. If W has this property and I W(iw) T(iw)l is bounded, T 
necessarily has pole excess e (or more). Since L(s) = T(s)/(l - 
T(s)), the loop gain L has the same pole excess e as T. 
Consequently, since L(s) = H(s)G(s), the controller transfer 
function G necessarily is proper. By letting W(s) = O(sp) with p 
2 e we can in fact impose any desired pole excess p - e on the 
controller transfer function G .  

Next, assume that W(s) = O(sp) for ( S I  -+ m, with p 1 e. 
Then that frequency wI from which the behavior of W(iw) starts to 
be dominated by (iw)p is the frequency from which T(iw) starts to 
decrease as l/(iw)p; therefore, w ,  is nothing else than the 
bandwidth of the closed-loop system. Thus, by  a suitable choice of 
W it  is possible to control the closed-loop bandwidth. 

Finally, we note that T(s)/H(s) will have poles at the plant 
zeros unless these are canceled by corresponding zeros of T. 
Because of power limitation, T(s)/H(s) should have no poles on 
or to the right of the imaginary axis. Since T(s)/H(s) = $(s)a(s)/ 
x&), poles to the right of the imaginary axis cannot occur by 
admissibility (see the definition of admissibility earlier in this 
section). We can make sure that T/H has no poles on the 
imaginary axis by letting W have poles at the plant zeros on the 
imaginary axis, with multiplicities equal to those of the zeros. 

Robustness: From recent work [ 11-[7] it has become clear that 
in questions of robustness, in particular stability robustness, both 
the sensitivity function and the complementary sensitivity function 
of the closed-loop system play an important role. We shall show 
here, in  a variation on previous arguments and in  a somewhat 
exemplary fashion, that S and T may simultaneously determine 
stability robustness. To this end, we assume that the plant transfer 
function is nominally H(s) = $(s)/$(s), and that the nominal 
closed-loop system is asymptotically stable. Next we assume that 
the plant transfer function is perturbed to 

where $ ‘ is a polynomial of the same degree  as y5, 4 ‘ a . 
polynomial of the same degree as 4, and where h(s) : = $(s)/&s) 
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is theparasitic (or singular) part of the perturbation. We assume $ 
and q5 to be polynomial; the approach can be generalized to 
nonrational perturbations as well, however. We impose  no 
restrictions on the relation of the roots of $ ‘ to those of $ or on 
the roots of q5 ‘ to those of 4, but  we require the roots of 4 to be  in 
the open left-half complex plane. It is clear that (2.1) represents a 
large although not exhaustive class of perturbations. It includes 
both structured perturbations (induced by parameter variations), 
represented by $ ‘ and 4’ , and unstructured perturbations 
(induced by imperfect modeling), represented by h. 

In the following the prime denotes the perturbed closed-loop 
syst_em.  With_ this convention we have xcl = + $p,  x ;  = 
1$’q5u + $ ’$p  and it  is easily established that 

_ -  ‘6 -c S+- $‘ hT. 
xc# d 4 (2.2) 

By the principle of the arguEent [ 171 it  is easily shown that under 
the assumption that xC/ and 4 both have all their roots in  the open 
left-half plane, xir has all  its roots in the open left-half plane if and 
only if the image of x~,(iw)/(xc,(io)4(iw)) does not encircle the 
origin as w runs from - a, to + 03. This means  that the closed- 
loop system remains stable under perturbation as long as this 
condition is satisfied. Equivalently, the closed-loop system 
remains stable under perturbation as long as 

does not encircle the point - 1. 
A sufficient condition for the right-hand side of (2.3) not to 

encircle the point - 1 is that its modulus is less than 1 for all w.  
Suppose that there exist rational functions VI, W1, and W, such 
that the various relative perturbations can be bounded as follows: 

for all w.  Then since 

twofold application of the inequality 

shows that the right-hand side of (2.3) may be bounded from 
above by 2(1VlSI2 + 3(( W1W2Iz + IWII’ + IWzI2)ITI2), 
where the argument is iw throughout. Thus, a sufficient condition 
for stability of the closed-loop system under perturbations 
satisfying (2.4) is that an expression of the form 

I V(iw)S(iw) I + I W(iw) T(iw) I (2.7) 

is bounded by 1, IVI2 :=21Vl12 and IWI2 := 6(1WIW2l2 + 
I W1 I + I W2 1 2). The point that we wish to make  is that given 
information about the possible relative perturbations in the form 
(2.4), robust stability can be ensured by bounding an expression 
of the form (2.7), which is a weighted combination of IS(iw)l and 

Command Response: In single-degree-of-freedom control 
systems the control system transfer function from the command 
input to the controlled output equals the complementary sensitivity 

I w . 4 1  ,. 

function T. The design requirement that stipulates the sensitivity 
function to be small over the frequency range of the disturbance 
by implication requires T = 1 - S to be close to 1 over that same 
frequency range. This in turn ensures good response to command 
signals in that frequency range. It is assumed that  any corrections 
to the desired response to command signals can be accomplished 
by a suitable prefilter in a two-degree-of-freedom control configu- 
ration, and  we impose no additional requirements on the loop 
properties. 

Minimax  Optimization: The conclusion from the previous 
considerations is that various control system design objectives, 
such as disturbance attenuation and rejection, power and band- 
width limitation and robustness, can be expressed in the form of 
required bounds on I V(iw)S(iw) I, I W(iw) T(io) I and 
I V ’ ( ~ W ) S ( ~ W ) ( ~  + I W’(io)T(iw)12, with V, W, V’, and W‘ 
suitable weighting functions. Equivalently, the design objectives 
can be expressed in terms of required bounds  on I V(io)S(iw) I 2, 
1 W(iw)T(io)12 and I V‘(iw)S(io)(’ + I W‘(i~)T(iw)1~. Since in 
each instance the smaller the bound is, the better the design 
objective is achieved, it  is attractive to minimize the bounds in 
some way. We shall do this by minimizing the least upper bound 
of  an expression of the form 

where the nonnegative constants a, b, and c reflect the importance 
of each term. Given an upper bound on (2.8), corresponding 
upper bounds on each of the terms can immediately be ascer- 
tained. Simplifying the notation by combining t e r n  and renaming 
coefficients, we are thus led to the problem of minimizing an 
expression of the form 

sup [IV(iw)S(iw)12+ IW(iw)T(iw)l2] (2.9) 
Y 

with V and W suitable weighting functions. The solution of this 
problem is the subject of the next section. 

III. SOLUTION OF THE MINIMAX PROBLEM 

In this section we study the problem of minimizing the criterion 
(2.9). 

Assumptions: We  first introduce and explain a number of 
assumptions. To begin with, the weighting functions Vand Ware 
restricted to rational functions of the form 

where a l ,  CY,, PI,  and P2 are real polynomials such that deg (al)  
= : al ,  deg (a2) = : a2, deg ( P I )  = : bl ,  deg (6,) = : b2. satisfying 
the following hypotheses. 

a) a1 5 bl and a2 = b2 + e, with e a nonnegative integer. 
b) c y l  and a2 have all their roots in the closed left-half  plane; 

PI and & have all their roots in the closed left-half plane and have 
no common roots; a1 and PI have no common roots; a, and P2 
have no common roots. 

c) The polynomial y := ala$/32f15 + a2a3$&3~ has no 
roots on the imaginary axis. 

Here iff is any rational function, f^(s)  : = f( - s). Assumption 
a) ensures that V(s) = O( 1) and W(s) = O(se) for 1s I + 03, which 
is entirely acceptable in view  of the discussion of the preceding 
section. The assumptions b) cause no loss of generality, except 
(very slightly) that PI and P I  have  no common roots. Assumption 
c) is needed to ensure that the problem has a solution at all. 

Further to the assumptions at the end of Section I we introduce 
the factorizations 

d=dJ+dod-, $ = $ - $ A  (3.2) 
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where ++, +,, d- ,  $+, $,, and $- are real polynomials with deg 
(++) =: n + ,  deg (9,) =: no, deg (4-1 =: n - ,  deg ($+) =: 
m + ,  deg (I(,) = : m, and deg ($-) = : m - ,  such that 9+ and $+ 
have all thelr roots in the open right-half plane, 4, and $, have all 
their roots on the imaginary axis, and 9- and $- have all their 
roots in the open left-half plane. 

Admissible Controllers: We restrict the admissible controllers 
to those that have a rational transfer function G such that the 
closed-loop system has all its poles in the closed left-half plane. In 
the preceding section we have seen that if W(s) = O(se) as 1s I -+ 

00, with e the plant pole excess, the controller transfer function is 
necessarily proper, provided (2.9) has a finite minimum at all. 
Later (Lemma 1) we shall see under what conditions on V and W 
the closed-loop system actually has all its poles in the open left- 
half plane. 
- 
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Substitution of these formulas into (3.3) immediately shows that 
Z(s) = h2 is equivalent to 

~ l ( r : ~ + ~ ~ e * + ~ 2 ~ z * ~ + ~ : ~ ~ = ~ 2 x x * .  (3.10) 

This equation constitutes a basic relation. Another crucial result 
follows by completing the square on the right-hand side of (3.31, 
and writing Z in the form 

(I/V*S-  WW*T)*(VV*S-  WW*T)+ VV*WW* 
v v *  + ww* Z= . (3.11) 

Substituting V and W as given by (3.1) and S and T as given by 
(3.9), it follows that 

Preliminaries: In this subsection we introduce the equations 
that will determine the solution of the minimax problem. First, we 
define the rational function 

Z(S) :=V(S)V( -S)S(S)S( -S )+   W(S)W(-S)T(S)T( -S ) .  (3.3) 

Thus,  our problem is that of minimizing sup,J(iw). It will turn out 
that control systems that achieve this minimum have the property 
that 

Z(s) = X 2  (3.4) 

with X a real constant, and we shall fxst consider which 
controllers from the admissible class achieve this. Suppose that 
the controller transfer function is G = p/u, with p and u real 
polynomials. Then 

(3.5) 

Without loss of generality we can choose p and u such that all 
factors in the numerator and denominator of L that have their 
roots in the closed left-half plane cancel. We, therefore, let p have 
a factor 4-9, and let IJ have a factor $-$,. On the other hand, 
from (1.6) and (3.1) 

cy190 
PI xc/ P2Xcl 

V S = - ,   W T = - .  

Since we  want Z(s) = X2, YV*SS* cannot have poles at the roots 
of P,Pf and WW*TT* cannot have poles at the roots of &Pf.  
These requirements are satisfied when u has a factor PI and p has a 
factor P2.  

In view  of these observations, we let IJ = $-$,P18 and p = 
9-&,fi2{, with 8 and { real polynomials to be determined. This 
means that the controller transfer function is chosen as 

4 
(3.7) 

With this controller, the closed-loop characteristic polynomial is 
xcl = 4 - q5,$ - $ ,x ,  where the polynomial x is defined by 

x :=Pl9+e+PZ$+r. (3.8) 

Correspondingly, the sensitivity function S and its complement T 
are given by 

(3.9) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

We now defme  the polynomial q ,  for those real h for which it 
exists, as the real polynomial of degree bl + b2 + e with 
nonnegative coefficients and all its roots in the closed left-half 
plane, such that 

1 
X 

TAAX?rC'y-T v. (3.15) 

The polynomial rX is well-defined for 1x1 2 X,, where X, 2 0 is 
the first value of h for which the right-hand side of (3.15) either 
loses degree or assumes a root on the imaginary axis as 1x1 is 
decreased from 03. By assumption c), X, < 00. Returning to 
(3.13), we observe that there are many ways of factoring this 
equation. It will turn out that the factorization we need is 

cr l f f :~:9+e-f f2a' :~~~+b=~TXY*.  (3.16) 

Before proceeding, we summarize some properties of the control- 
ler  (3.7). 

Lemma I :  Consider the controller (3.7), and suppose that the 
polynomials 8 and r satisfy the equation (3.16), with x given by 
(3.8), for some real X. Then the following holds. a) Z(s) = X2. b) 
If the polynomial x has all its roots in the open left-half plane, the 
closed-loop system has all its poles in the closed left-half plane. c) 
If, in addition, P I  has a factor 9, and P2 has a factor $,, and these 
factors are canceled in the controller transfer function (3.7), the 
closed-loop system has all its closed-loop poles in the open left- 
half plane. 0 

Pro08 a) That Z(s) = X2 follows by substituting (3.16) into 
(3.12). b) As we have seen following (3.7), the closed-loop 
polynomial is 9- &$-$,x, so that under the hypothesis the 
closed-loop poles are all in the closed left-half plane. c) If in the 
controller transfer function the factors &, and $, are canceled, the 
closed-loop characteristic polynomial is I$ - $ - x, which under the 
hypothesis has all its roots in the open left-half plane. 0 

The final step in this subsection is to establish the existence of a 
solution to (3.16). To this end, we first defiie the integers 

x : = n + + m + + b 1 + b 2 + e ,   t : = m + + b 2 + e ,   z : = n + + b l .  

(3.17) 
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Theorem I :  a) For Ihl 2 X, the polynomial equation (3.16), 
with x defied by (3.8), has a family of solutions xi, Oi, {A with 
deg (xJ I x, deg (Oh) I t ,  deg ({d I z. unique  within 
multiplication by  a continuous function of X, whose coefficients 
are continuous functions of A, such that for 1 x 1  sufficiently large 
the polynomial xi has degree x and has all its roots in the open 
left-half complex plane. b) Suppose that xx, or x ~ A, has a root in 
the open right-half plane. Then there exists a h with IA(  > X, such 
that deg (xh) I x - 1, deg (Oh) 5 t - 1, deg ({x) I z - 1  and 
xi has all its roots in the open left-half plane. 0 

In part b) of the theorem, it  is to be understood that if a 
polynomial is assigned the degree - 1, it is the zero polynomial. 
The proof of the theorem is given in Appendix A. That of part'a) 
relies on first proving that (3.10) has a suitable solution (by the 
implicit function theorem), and then showing that this solution 
also solves (3.16). Part b) follows from the fact that under the 
hypothesis at least one root of xi crosses over from the left- to the 
right-half plane for some 1 x 1  > X,; this root can be canceled, 
resulting in a solution of reduced degree. 

Solution of the  Minimax Problem: Before presenting the 
details of the solution of the minimax problem, we establish an 
important property of the number X, previously defined. 

Lemma 2: For any controller, supZ(iw) 2 Ai. C 
Proof: From (3.12) it is seen that Z(iw) 2 q( iw)/y( iw) for 

all real w.  It follows that supJ(iw) 2 sup,[s(iw)/y(iw)] = inf 
{X2:q(iw)/y(iw) X* for all w }  = inf (h2:y(iw) - q(iw)/X2 2 0 
for all w }  = X;. The last step is detailed in Appendix B. 0 

The following describes the solution to the problem of 
minimizing (2.9) in  a somewhat exceptional situation. 

Theorem 2: Suppose that xi, or x-x, has all its roots in the 
closed  left-half plane. Then the controller (3.7), with O replaced 
with O h , ,  respectively and {replaced with respectively, 
{-io, minimizes (2.9), and the minimal value is X:. 0 

Proof: Any roots of xi?, respectively x on the imagi- 
nary axis may be canceled as m the proof of Theorem lb). As the 
remaining roots are in the open left-half plane, by Lemma  1 the 
closed-loop system has all its poles  in the closed  left-half  plane 
and achieves Z(iw) = X:. Then by Lemma 2 the control system 
minimizes (2.9). 0 

We briefly return to this situation in the Corollary to Theorem 
3. In case Theorem 2 does not apply, we introduce the auxiliary 
problem of minimizing 

jw z( iw)C(iw) dw (3.18) 

where C(s) is a rational, strictly proper function of s with real 
coefficients such that X(iw) is real and positive for - UJ < w < 
03. The following result explains our interest in controllers such 
that Z(iw) = constant. 

Lemma 3: Suppose that (for a given C) the auxiliary criterion 
(3.18) is minimized by an admissible controller that  makes Z(io) a 
constant A*. Then this controller also minimizes sup,Z(iw). G 

Proof: This result is well known from statistical decision 
theory (see, e.g., [18]) and its proof is very simple. Suppos_e that 
there exists an admissible controller leadfig to a function 2 such 
that sup,,Z(iw) < X2. ThenJecessarily Z(iw) < X 2  = Z(iw) for 
all w. As  a result, j?, Z(io)X(io)dw < l?w Z(iw)C(iw)dw, 
which contradicts the assumption that Z minimizes (3.18). 0 

A sufficient condition for the minimization of (3.18) is the 

Lemma 4: A sufficient condition for the minimization of (3.18) 
. is that C+$(VV*S* - WW*T*) has all its poles in  the closed 

left-half plane. If a minimizing solution exists, it  is unique. 0 
A proof of this lemma is given in Appendix C. We are now able 

to state the solution to the problem of minimizing (2.9) in case 
Theorem 2 does not apply. 

Theorem 3: Suppose that xi, or x-x, has at least one root in 
the open right-half plane. According to Theorem lb) there exists a 
X with Ihl > A, such that deg (xh) I x - 1, deg (Ox) I t - 1, 

-m  

following. 

deg ({h) I z - 1  and xi has all its roots in the open left-half 
plane. Then the controller (3.7), with O replaced with Ox and { 
replaced with {A, uniquely minimizes (2.9), and the minimal value 
is X?. 0 

Proof: We shall show that the solution xA* O h .  of reduced 
degree minimizes an auxiliary criterion of the form (3.18), with C 
suitably chosen. With S and T given by (3.9), the optimality 
condition of Lemma 4 takes the form that the rational function 

(3.19) 

should have all its poles in the closed left-half plane. For 
controllers that satisfy (3.16), this condition reduces to the 
requirement that 

(3.20) 

have all its poles in the closed left-half plane. This requirement is 
indeed satisfied when 

(3.21) 

Since for the particular solution of (3.16) that we are considering 
deg (xh) I x - 1, and deg ( ~ h )  = bl + b2 + e for 1x1 > X,, C as 
given is strictly proper as required. Thus, by Lemma 4, the 
controller we consider minimizes the auxiliary criterion (3.18). 
Since by Lemma 1 for this controller Z(iw) = X2 = constant, it 
follows from Lemma 3  that this controller minimizes (2.9). It 
remains to prove uniqueness. Suppose first that there exists a 
controller resulting in a 2 such that  sup,Z(iw) = X* but Z(iw) < 
h2 over some nonzero interval. Then since C is strictly positive, 
this controller would achieve a smaller value for the auxiliary 
criterion (3.18), with C given by (3.21), than the controller 
considered so far. This contradicts the fact that the latter 
controller minimizes the auxiliary criterion. We conclude that for 
any controller that minimizes (2.9) necessarily Z ( h )  = X2. 
Therefore, such a controller minimizes the auxiliary criterion 
(3.18) with C given by (3.21). Since by Lemma 4 the Controller 
that minimizes the auxiliary criterion is uniquely determined, also 
the minimax controller is uniquely determined. 0 

Theorems 2 and 3 show that the solution of the minimax 
optimization problem may be reduced to determining suitable 
solutions to the polynomial equation (3.16), with x defined by 
(3.8). Since solutions to (3.16) also satisfy (3.10), alternatively 
one may solve (3.10), with x given by (3.8), but  only solutions 
qualify that satisfy (3.16). For a further discussion see Section IV 
and Example 2 in Section VI. 

Corollary: xi, has all its roots in the closed left-half plane if 
and only if x - has all its roots in the closed left-half plane. 

Proof: Let xi, have all its roots in  the closed left-half plane, 
but suppose that x -A, has a root in the open right-half plane. Then 
by Theorem 2 there exists an optimal controller that achieves 
supz(iw) = X;, while by Theorem 3 there exists an optimal 
controller that achieves supz(iw) = A 2  > X i .  This is a 
contradiction. The proof when x has all its roots in the closed 
left-half plane is similar. 0 

In case Theorem 2 applies (which is a somewhat exceptional 
situation) the optimal controller may be nonunique. An example is 
given in Section VI (Example 1). 

We conclude this section with  a remark about the order of the 
optimal controller. Suppose that i) e = n - m, and ii) all roots of 
8, are also roots of &+ - and all roots of P2 are also roots of $& - . 
Then it is easy to check that if Theorem 2 applies, the controller 
order is n, while in case Theorem 3 applies it is n - 1. Here n is 
the  plant order. Assumption i) ensures that the controller is 
proper, while assumption ii) includes the situation where 4, is a 
factor of PI and 4, is a factor of P2, which guarantees the closed- 
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loop system to be asymptotically stable. If i) and ii) do not hold, 
the controller order may be less or greater than n, respectively, n 
- 1 .  A controller order less than n, respectively, n - 1 is 
achieved only if the requirement that the controller be proper is 
dropped. 
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N. NUMERICAL SOLUTION 

Unless the various polynomials that are involved are of very 
low degree, it  is  not feasible to solve the polynomial equations that 
determine the solution of the minimax problem in closed form. 
Often  it  will be necessary to take recourse to numerical 
computation. 

To check whether Theorem 2 applies, it  is necessary to solve 
the (overdetermined) linear equation (3.16), with x defied by 
(3.8), for X = k X,. This is a routine problem from numerical 
linear algebra. Algorithms for  the factorization (3.15)  are well 
known (see, e.g., Kucera [19]). 

If for X = * X, no solution is obtained such that x has all its 
roots in the closed left-half plane it is useful to solve the equation 
(3.16)  for a number of trial values of X in  order to obtain an 
estimate of the solution for which the first root of x crosses over to 
the right-half plane as I XI is decreased from 00. 

To find the exact solution of reduced degree, it seems most 
convenient to solve x ,  8, {, and X, with deg (x) = x - 1, deg (8) 
= t - 1, deg (l) = z - 1, from (3.10), with x given by (3.8). 
Since these equations are homogeneous, it is necessary to add a 
normalization condition, for instance that x is monic. This results 
in a set of nonlinear equations with as many unknowns as 
equations, which may be solved by a Newton-Raphson approach, 
using the approximate solution obtained as indicated in the 
preceding paragraph as a starting solution. Since solutions to 
(3. lo), even if x has all its roots in the open left-half plane, do not 
necessarily satisfy (3.16), the latter equation always has to be 
checked (see Example 2 in Section Vu. 

Computer codes (in Pascal) that implement these algorithms are 
available [20 ] .  

v. SPECIALIZATION TO THE CASE w = 0 
In this section we consider the specialization of the minimax 

problem to the case where W = 0, which is the problem solved by 
Zames and Francis [7], [8]. To this end  we take a2 = 0, p2 = 1. 
It immediately follows that y = alar,  77 = 0, X, = 0, and ax = 
a,, so that (3.8) and (3.16) reduce to x = P14+8 + $+ 5; arC$+O 
= Ax*.  Elimination of x leads to the equation 

1 
x - a l m * = P , ~ + e + $ + t  (5.1) 

where deg (8) = t = m + ,  deg (l) = z = n + + 6,. Note that 
although this equation does not appear in the work of Zames and 
Francis, it can immediately be obtained from their results. 

We first check whether Theorem 2 applies. For X = X, = 0 the 
equatio~(5.1)hasthesolution8 = $?,{= a14?,x = a,C$T$+, 
where 8 : = &X. The polynomial x has its roots in the open left- 
half plane if and only  if $ + = constant (note that by assumption c) 
01, has all its poles in the open left-half plane). This solution 
corresponds to the well-known fact [8] that if the plant has no 
right-half plane zeros, one can make I S(io) I uniformly arbitrarily 
close to 0 by making the gain large enough. 

When the plant possesses right-half plane zeros, Theorem 3 
applies and we  need to solve (5.1) with deg (8) = m+ - 1, deg 
({) = n+ + 6, - 1 .  I f n ,  + bl = 0, byassumptiona) a, = 0, 
and (5.1) has the trivial solution X = al/flI, 8 = 1 ,  = 0. In all 
other cases, (5.1) can be reduced to a (generalized) eigenvalue 
problem as follows. Define 8 and {as the m + -, respectively, (n + , 
+ bl)-dimensional column vectors whose elements are the 
coefficients of the polynomial 8, respectively, {, arranged in order 
of increasing power. Then in matrix form the polynomial equation 

(5.1) can be written as 

1 
E, Tn+ +m+ + b l , m + ( ~ l $ * + ) ) J m + ~  

= T n +  + m +  + b l , m + U 3 1 $ + ) @ +  T,+ + m +  + b l . n +  + b l ( $ + ) C -  ( 5 4  

Here if a is any polynomial, T,,,Ja) is the n X m lower 
triangular Toeplitz matrix formed from the coefficients of (Y (see 
Kailath [21]); furthermore, J,, is the n X n diagonal matrix J,, 
:=diag (1 ,  -1,  1 ,  - 1 ,  ...). The equation (5.2) can be 
rearranged as 

( k A - B ) [ ; ]  = O  (5.3) 

Here  for brevity we omitted the indexes. By the assumptions on 
PI ,  .$+, and ++ the matrix B is nonsingular; hence (5.3) is 
equivalent to (R/X - I )  col (e, {) = 0, where R : = B - ' A .  It is 
seen that R is of the form 

[::: :] 
where R , ,  is m+ x m ,  and R2,  is (n+ + b,) X m,. As a result, 
we have 

Clearly, X is an eigenvalue of R and 8 a corresponding 
eigenvector. Now, from the proof of Theorem lb) it follows that 
if there are several values of X that yield a solution of (5.1) of 
reduced degree,  the  one we are looking for (namely that for which 
x has all its roots in the open left-half plane) is that for which X is 
the largest (in absolute value). Thus, X is the largest (in absolute 
value) of the real eigenvalues of R , ,. 

The eigenvalue problem (5.6) that results from (5.1) may be 
routinely solved. This approach is offered as an alternative to the 
methods proposed by Zames and Francis [7], [8]. It leads of 
course to the same solutions. An example is given in Section VI 
(Example 3). 

VI. EXA~IPLES 

Example I :  The first example serves to illustrate that there are 
cases where the lower bound X: is achieved, and that in these 
cases the solution may be nonunique. Take H = 1, V = (s + E ) /  
(s + l), W = s, where 0 < E < 1. Then the polynomial 7 r A  is 
defined by nA*f = (1 - l/X2)s4 + (- 2 + e2/X2)s2 + c 2 .  From 
this it  may be verified that X, = 1 and q, = ( 2  - E ~ )  + E .  
For X = 1 the equations (3.8) and (3.16) reduce to x = (s + 
where deg ( x ) = x = 2 ,  deg ( O ) = t = l  and deg ({)=z=l.  
It 1s straightforward to solve the linear equations that result from 
expanding the polynomial equations in terms of their coefficients. 
It is found that for X = 1 the solution may be written as 8 = ( E  + 
- e 2 ) l j 2 ) s  + ( (2  - E ~ ) ~ / ~  - l)sz, while for h = - 1 the solution 
is8 = ( E  - 1) + ((2 - e 2 ) I I 2  + I)s, [ = (1 - E ~ ) ,  x = ~ ( 1  - E )  
+ ( E  + ( 2  - + ((2 - c 2 ) l I 2  + 1)s'. For 0 < E < 1 in 
both cases x has all its roots in the open left-half plane, and hence 
we have here two distinct asymptotically stable control systems 
that both achieve Z ( h )  = X:. 

Example 2: This example shows that solving (3.10) may  yield 
nonoptimal solutions even if x has all its roots in the open left-half 

l ) e + r ,  f ( ( 2 - E 2 ) 1 / 2 ~ + ~ ) ~ * = ( - - 2 + € 2 ) 8 + ~ 2 ( - ~ +  I){, 

1 )  + ( ( 2  - E 2 ) 1 / 2  - l)s, { = ( E 2  - l) ,  x = E ( l  + E )  + (€ + ( 2  
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plane. Let H = 1,  V = 1/(1 + rs), W = s. Then the equations 
(3.8) and (3.10) take the form 

x = (1 + 7s)e + l, x z X x *  = ee* -~2fp.  (6.1) 

For a solution of reduced degree, deg (x) = 1 ,  deg (e) = 0, and 
deg (S-, = 0. Letting X : = s + x0, f3 = Bo, { = c0, with xOy Bo, 
and constants, it is not difficult to set up and solve the equatlons 
that follow from (6.1). For x. four solutions are found, namely 

a) xo=- (1+--), b) XO=- ( 1  * f i r ) .  (6.2) 1 1 
27  27 

In case a),  for x to have its roots in the left-half plane we  need to 
replace the & sign with + . In case b), to obtain real solutions we 
need 47 I 1;  if this is satisfied, x has its roots in the left-half 
plane for both solutions. The corresponding values of h are (for 
the cases where x has left-half plane roots only) 

a) A2=’ (- 1 +-T)~, b) X 2 = -  (- 1 & m 7 ) 2 .  
1 

472  472 

(6.3) 

It can be verified that the values of X* in case b) are always larger 
than that ip case a); hence case b) cannot be optimal. Indeed, it 
turns out that the solution b) does not satisfy (3.16). 

Example 3: To illustrate our results for the special case where 
W = 0, we consider an epmple also solved by Francis and 
Zames [8]. LetH(s) = (s - 1)2/((s + 1)2(-s + 2)), V(s) = (5 
+ 1)/(1Os + l) ,  so that $+ = (s - 1)2, 4+ = - s  + 2, aI = s 
+ 1, and 0, = 10s + 1 .  Using the approach outlined in Section 
V, it is easy to determine that the matrices A and B are given by 

r2  o o  o l  r 

As a result, 

5/121 61/121 
61/121 -127/121 ’ 1 

R21 = 
232/121 -122/121 
610/121 -1391/121 * 1 

It is easily found that R I 1  has the eigenvalues - 1.24688 and 
0.238613. Ix follows that X = - 1.24688. The corresponding 
eigenvector of R I I  is 8 = col (-0.391346, 1); hence f3 = - 
0.391346 +.$. From b = - 1/kRZl8 we find that [ = 1.41041 
+ 10.8020 s. Given A, 0, and 5; the controller transfer function G 
and the resulting sensitivity function S are easily found. 

Example  4-Double  Integrator: As a final example we take 
the feedback control of  a double integrator, with the purpose of 
illustrating the practical value of the optimization technique 
discussed in th~s paper.  We assume that the (nominal) plant 
transfer function is given by 

Y(S) = kds2  (6.6) 

with k,  a constant. We could take this as a  model  of the transfer 
function of a d.c. motor. We first discuss the various consider- 
ations in the choice of the weighting functions. 

Disturbance Attenuation and  Rejection: The plant has a 
double pole at the origin. Therefore, to achieve rejection of plant- 
generated disturbances, Ysfiould have a double pole at the origin. 
A prellrmnary choice is V = ~ / ( T ~ S ) ~ ,  with the constant r1 to be 
determined. This weighting funetion ensures rejection of constant 
disturbances and attenuation of very low-frequency disturbances. 

To achieve disturbance attenuation over a wider frequency range, 
we modify VV* = l/(rls)? to 

(6.7) 

Power and  Bandwidth Limitation: Since l /H(s)  = s2/k,, 
we choose W(s) = ( T ~ s ) ’ ,  with the constant r2 to be determined. 
This choice of W makes sure that the controller transfer function 
will be proper. 

Robustness: By way  of illustration, suppose that the actual 
(perturbed) plant transfer function is 

k 
H(s) = - s(s + a)  (6.8) 

where k # k,  and CY > 0. This perturbation might be caused by 
gain changes and the occurrence of friction in the motor. In the 
notation of Section II, we have $ = k,, 4 = s2,  $’ = k, 4 ’  = 
s(s + a), h = 1 .  Consequently, 

These relative perturbations can be bounded as in (2.4), where 

VI=€, w1=-, %lax w,=o. (6.10) 
S 

Here E is the maximal relative variation of the gain k,  and a ,  the 
maximal value of a. Pursuing the argument following (2.4), we 
see that robust stability is ensured when I VSI + j WTI 2 < 1 for 
all w ,  where 

v=Jz Q,, , w=& E .  
S 

(6.11) 

Inspection of the weighting functions shows that for the inequality 
to be satisfied, I SI should be (very) small at low frequencies and 
IT! should be sufficiently less than 1/(&) at all frequencies. 
These requirements are fully compatible with the expected effects 
of the weighting fur.,xions that were selected for disturbance 
attenuation and power and bandwidth limitation. Consequently, 
there is no need for modification of V and W for robustness 
improvement. 

Solution of the Optimization Problem: We discuss the 
minimization of sup ( 1  VS I + I WTI 2, for the plant H(s) = k,/ 
s2, with 

(6.12) 

It may be checked that all necessary assumptions are satisfied. 
Next, it may be found that the defining equation (3.15) for the 
polynomial .rrx and the equations (3.8),  (3.16), and (3.10) take the 
form 

ax?r,*=7:7: (1 -$) s8+  ( r : - $  7;)s4+ 1 ,  (6.13) 

2 2  
x = 7 1 ~  e + { ,  (6.14) 

x ~ ~ *  = (1 + & 4 e  - +;s6{, (6.15) 

A ~ ~ ~ * =  (1 + 7;‘~4)ee* + 754{p (6.16) 

where we took 4, = $+ = 0- = 3- = 1,4, = s2, $, = k,. 
The equations can be rewritten in terms of  a single parameter p ’. 

: = ( T ~ / T ~ ) ~  by the substitution ŝ  = ST,. Immediately omitting the 
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circumflex, we obtain 
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TABLE I 
SOLUTIONS FOR THE DOUBLE INTEGRATOR 

x = S z e + r ,  (6.18) 

From root locus considerations it follows that the lowest value X, 
of X for which the factorization (6.17) is possible is assumed when 
thc leading coefficient of the right-hand side vanishes; hence X, = 
€. We conjecture, and indeed this is borne out by  what follows, 
that the lower bound X, cannot be achieved, and immediately start 
looking for a solution of reduced degree. In the present case, x = 
4, t = 2, z = 2; hence, we seek a solution with deg (x) = 3, deg 
(0) = 1, deg (l) = 1. 

We choose to solve the linear equation (6.18) together with the 
quadratic equation (6.20) for the polynomials x : = x. + x1s + 
x2s2 + s3, 8 : = 8, + Bls and l : = lo + lls and for X. It is a 
simple matter to set up the equations for the coefficients and 
reasonably straightforward to find that x. = ((X4 - A2 - p)/ 

= xo, = xI,  while X satisfies the equation 
(2~~3))1/2,  XI  = ((x2 - WPY~, x2 = xx0, eo = xx0, el = 1, lo 

In the process of obtaining these equations we used the fact that 
the coefficients of x should all be positive. 

Given p ,  (6.21) can be solved numerically to obtain X, and, 
from this, the complete solution. In each case that was tried, it was 
found that there are two real values of X satisfying the equations; 
only one of these results in real polynomials x, 8, and {, however. 
Table I lists the numerical solutions for a few values of p. In Fig. 
2, amplitude plots are given of the resulting sensitivity function S 
and complementary sensitivity function T. Forp  small (i.e., r2 Q 
rl) ,  the criterion is dominated by the term with S ,  and the modulus 
of the sensitivity function more or less behaves as 1/1 VI. As p 
increases, the term with T assumes more and more influence, 
pushing the bandwidth down and causing (TI to fall off more 
steeply, at the cost of peaking of (SI near the cutoff frequency. 
The controller transfer function in each case is 

(6.22) 

(still in terms of the dimensionless frequency defined before). The 
controller thus is of  a conventional lead-lag type. 

It is instructive to obtain asymptotic formulas fo rp  small. Forp  
1 0, the desired root of (6.21) behaves as X 2  - 1 + 24/3p1/3. 
Correspondingly, x - s3 + 2'l6p -II3s2 + 2~3p-1/3s + 
21/6~-1/3,  8 - + 21/6~-1/3, r - 22/3p-1/3s + 21/6~-1/3. 
Asymptotically, the polynomial x, which  in this case is precisely 
the closed-loop characteristic polynomial, has the roots - 
21/6p-1/3 and 1/2fl( - 1 f i). The latter pair of closed-loop 
poles is dominant and has a relative damping 1. Correspondingly, 
the closed-loop system bandwidth is 1 (in terms of the dimension- 
less frequency introduced before). The former closed-loop pole is 
"far-away" relative to the dominant pair; it is there because of 
our insistence that the controller be proper. 

We observe that the design for the case where p is smal l  is just 
the design that would have been obtained by classical frequency 
domain design methods. The advantage of the proposed method  is 
that  it can also be applied in situations (involving plants with 
several right-half plane poles and zeros, for instance) that cannot 
very easily be handled by classical techniques. 

P x x0 X I  x 2  

10 -6 1.01263  112.012  159.409  113.427 
10-3 

103 11.9037  0.0749231 0.375100 0.891868 
1 

1.12881 11.0055 16.5599 12.4232 
2.39652 0.976371 2.17791 2.33990 

w[RAD/S] 

IT1 L 

Fig. 2. Plots of optimal IS1 and I TI for the double integrator: ( a ) p  = 
(b) p = (c) p = 1 ,  (d)p  = IO3. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, various aspects of the performance of linear 
single-input single-output feedback systems are translated into 
required bounds on the sensitivity function S and its complement 
T on the imaginary axis. This leads to a frequency domain 
minimax optimization problem involving both these functions. 
The problem formulation is a generalization of that of Zames [6] 
and Zames and Francis [7]. It allows the inclusion of power and 
bandwidth constraints and pennits handling plant poles and zeros 
on the imaginary axis. 

The approach of the paper leads to a polynomial equation, 
whose solution yields the desired controller. Although it is clear 
that standard numerical techniques, such as the Newton-Raphson 
method, can be used for their solution, the question what is the 
best  way  of solving this equation for high-order systems needs . 
further study. Another aspect that deserves more consideration is 
what flexibility there is in the choice of the weighting functions 
that occur in the optimization problem, and how modifications of 
the weighting functions affect the solution. 

APPENDIX A 

PROOF OF THEOREM 1 

Theorem 1 concerns the existence of a solution to the eqktion 
(3.16). It is convenient to rewrite the equatio? in terms of p : = 1/ 
X. To this end, we define $/X = : 6, (A = : l, ?;, : = rIlp, replace 
x with 2 (to emphasize that we now take p as the variable rather 
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than A), and rewrite the relations (3.8), (3.10), and (3.16) as 

819+6+82*+f=pf, (A. 1) 

cYlcr~P2*4+6-~2cr2*~~*+f= +s*. ('4.2) 

crlcr:q5+9TBB*+a2cr2**+**+ff*=ff*. 64.3) 

In the remainder of this Appendix for typographical simplicity all 
circumflexes are suppressed. We first consider the existence of a 
solution to (A.3) rather than (A.2). 

Lemma A. I :  For 1p1 sufficiently small, the polynomial 
equations (A.3) and (A.l) have a unique family of solutions X,,, 
e,, 5; with deg (X,) = x, deg (8J I t ,  deg (S;) I z, whose 
coefficients depend continuously on p,  such that x,, is  monic and 
has all its roots in the open left-half plane. 

Pro08 We first establish that the equation (A.3) has a 
solution as desired at p = 0 and then use the implicit function 
theorem to establish its existence for (p l  sufficiently small. For p 
= 0, (A. 1) reduces to Plq5+6 + &$+{ = 0. Since by the various 
assumptions PI$+ and &$+ have no common roots, this equation 
has the general solution 6 = &$+a, = -&++a, with a an 
arbitrary polynomial. Substitution into (A.3) yields 

xx*=aa*q5+d:$+$T~,BT(Y2a~+PZPZ*cr1(YT) 

= a a * 6 + d * + $ + $ h d -  ('4.4) 

We see that this equation indeed has a solution such that x has 
degree x ,  has all its roots in the open left-half plane and is monic, 
given by x. = a+T$$?ro, where a is a constant such that x. is 
monic. It follows that Bo = a&$+, c0 = -a&#+. 

We now apply the implicit function theorem [22] to the set of 
equations for  the coefficients of the polynomials x, 8, and f that 
results when the polynomial equations (A.l) and (A.3) are 
expanded in powers of s and the coefficients of like powers are 
equated. It is easily verified that (A.l) and (A.3) in this way yield 
the same number of equations as unknown coefficients if we look 
for a solution x, 8 ,  f of degrees, respectively x, r ,  and z, with x 
monic. It follows from the implicit function theorem that these 
equations have a solution for IpI sufficiently small, which is 
continuously dependent on p ,  if the Jacobian of these equations 
with respect to the unknown coefficients is nonsingular at the 
solution that is obtained at p = 0. This Jacobian is nonsingular if 
and  only  if the homogeneous set of equations 

P1q5+fj-+82$+!?=0, 

~ I ~ ~ q 5 + q 5 * ; ( 8 o ~ * + e o * 8 ) + ~ 2 ~ 2 * $ + $ T ( r o ~ + + ~ ~ - ( ~ o f * + ~ o * x 3  

= O ,  (-4.5) 

with deg (3 = x, - 1, deg (3 = r ,  deg (A = z ,  has the unique 
solution f = 0, 8 = 0, f = 0. Here  deg (2 = x - 1 because we 
are looking for a solution such that x is mcnic. The first of the 
equations (A.5) has the general solution 8 = P&+c, { = - 
plq5+c, with can  arbitrary polynomial. Since deg ({) = z and also 
deg (P1q5+) = z ,  c is necessarily a constant. Substituting these 
solutions into the second of the equations (AS), we obtain after 
rearrangement 

q5T$T7io07-~q5*+$*+no)*+q5+$+*o*(f-~q5T$Tno)=0. (A.6) 

Now, if a is a polynomial that has no common roots with a*, the 
polynomial equation ax + a*x* = 0 has the general solution x = 
a*@, where w is any polynomial such that w* = - w .  As a result 
it follows from (A.6) that f - cq5*,$*;?ro = q5*+$T?roo, where w is 
any polynomial such that a* = - w .  It follows that f = (c + 
w)q5*,$$?ro. Since deg (f) = x - 1 and deg (q5t$T?ro) = x,  
necessarily f = 0, c + w = 0, so that w = - c. From w* = - w 
it follows that c = 0, w-= 0, which proves that (AS) has the 
unique solution i = 0, 8 = 0, [ = 0. 

It follows that (A.3) has a solution for ( p (  small enough such 
that x,, is monic. Since the coeffkients of xr vary continuously 
with p ,  and x. has all its roots in the open left-half plane, the roots 
of x,, remain in the open left-half plane for lpl sufficiently small. 
This completes the proof of Lemma A. 1. 0 

Proof of Theorem la): To prove part a) of Theorem 1 we 
shall first prove (A.2). This equation is obtained by factoring 

[compare (3.13)], which is equivalent to Z(s) = X2.  Thus, given a 
solution of (A.2), (A.3) holds. We first prove that (A.2) is the 
correct factorization of (A.7). To this end, defme q, : = 
crlcrfPfq5+8, - c r 2 c r f @ f $  + l,. Then (A.7) takes the form qq* = 
a,,?r,*xx*, and (A.2) becomes q = ?r,x.*. We thus have to prove 
that q = n,x* is the correct factorizabon of qq* = ?r,n,*xX*. 

To this end, let the pair of polynomials g and h be any solutlon 
of the equation Blq5+g + &$+h = 1. By the various assump- 
tions, &q5+ and b2$+ are relatively prime and a solution g, h 
exists. Then given px, (A.l) has the general solution 

where w is an arbitrary polynomial. Substitution of these 
expressions for 8 and f into (A.3) yields an equation of the form 

wheredI1 : = 1 - p2(cyla$c$+ q5*,gg.* + a2a$$+ $Thh*), t i l 2  : = 
cylcrf$+~fg 7. a2af$+Pfh .  Simtlarly, using (A.8) it follows 
from the defimhon of q that 

q=~l2X+?rooao*b+*~~. (A. 10) 

Comparison of (A.9) and (A. 10) reveals that 0 = x*( - 611x + 
pq5+$+6&w) + q&f$*+w* ,  which we rewrite in the form 

qq5 *+* :w* = X * €  (A. 11) 

where E is the polynomial E : = p++ $+ s a w  - dI1x. Now, since 
x is stable for p sufficiently small, x has no roots in common with 
4, and $+. Furthermore,  for p = 0 we have coo = a, x. = 
a+f$Tno (see the proof of Lemma A. 1) so that wo and x. have no 
common roots; therefore, x and w have no common roots for p 
sufficiently small. Because as a result x* has no roots in common 
with $*+$To*, it follows from (A . l l )  that any root of x* is a root 
of q, which means that q has a factor x*. 

From this we conclude that q = %x*, with % a polynomial to be 
determined. From qq* = ?r,?r?xx* it follows that ii?* = ii,%:. 
Now, from the definition of q it easily follows that q o  = 
a?ro?rii;4+ $ A , while from q = a* we obtain qo = afoa$q5 + $+ , 
which shows that f o  = ?ro. This implies that for p = 0, and hence 
for sufficiently small, % is stable. Therefore, the correct 
factorization of et* = ?r,?r,* is f = T,, which proves that q = 
?rPx* as claimed. Having proved the validity of (A.2), we now 
consider (A.2) together with (A. 1) as equations for the unknown 
polynomials 6 ,  <, and x. As has been shown, there exists a 
solution for p small enough, which is unique within multiplication 
by a continuous function of p.  

We now observe that for p given T,, is known, and hence (A.2) 
and (A. l )  form a set of homogeneous linear equations in the 
coefficients of the unknown polynomials x, 8, and f. A 
coefficients-versus-equations count reveals that this linear set of 
equations is overdetermined (unless bl = b2 = e = 0; then we 
have as many equations as unknowns). Let us arrange the 
unknown coefficients of the polynomials x, 8, and { (not 
restricting x to be monic) in a vector y ;  then the equations (A.2) 
and (A. 1) can be put into the form A,y = 0, where A,  is a 
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rectangular matrix. This equation has a nontrivial solution if  and 
only $ALA,, (with the prime denoting the transpose) is singular. 
Since a nontrivial solution exists for ,u small enough, it follows 
that det (A LA ,,) = 0 for p small enough. Now the elements of A,, 
are analytic functions of the coefficients of T,,, and these 
coefficients are analytic functions of ,u for 1 ~ 1  < l/X,, so that det 
(A LA @) is an analytic function of p for I ,u I < 1 /X,. It follows that 
det (ALA,,) = 0 for l,ul 5 l/X,, and hence that (A.2) and (A.l) 
have a nontrivial solution with the properties stated in Theorem 
l(a) for lpl 5 I&. 0 

Proof of Theorem Ib): Suppose that xl/b has a root in the 
open right-half plane. If x - has such a root, the proof follows 
similarly. We track the solution of (A.2)  as p is increased from 0 
to lh,. Since the coefficients of X,, vary continuously with p,  and 
for p small enough all roots of X,, are in  the open left-half plane 
but by hypothesis for ,u = 1/X, at least one root of x,, is the open 
right-half plane, for some p < l/h, at least one root of X,, crosses 
over to the right-half plane, either via infinity or via the imaginary 
axis. 

Let us consider what happens to the polynomials 0 and {. 
Solving (A.l) and (A.2) for ++e and $+ { yields 

Suppose that a root of x,, crosses over via infinity, so that x,, loses 
degree. Then also x,* loses degree and (A. 12) shows that e,, and 3; 
simultaneously lose degree  as well; clearly we have a solution as 
indicated in Theorem lb). Suppose on the other hand  that a root 
of X,, reaches the imaginary axis. Then by conjugate symmetry 
also x,* has this root, so that x,, and x,* have a common root on the 
imaginary axis. By (A.  12), 0, and j-,, also have this root (note that 
by assumption c) r0 has no roots on the imaginary axis so that it  is 
impossible that the common root of e,, and Cp is canceled by a root 
of ?ro or TB). Thus, x,,, e,, and 5; have a common root on the 
imaginary axis, which can be canceled throughout in the equations 
(A.l) and (A.2), again leading to a solution of reduced degree. 
This completes the proof of Theorem lb). 

PROOF OF LEMMA 2 

In this Appendix the details of the last step of the proof of 
Lemma 2 are supplied. Suppose first that y - r]/X2 loses degree at 
X, and that y - r]/X2 has no roots on the imaginary axis for any 
1 ? 1  2 X,. Then y(iw) - r](iw)/h2 > 0 for all 1x1 L X, and all w. 
Smce the leading coefficient of y - q/X2 changes sign at X,, there 
exists a 1x1 < X, such that y(iw) - r](iw)/X2 < 0 for w large 
enough. It follows that i d  {X2:y(iw) - r](iw)/X2 2 0 for all w )  
= X;. Next, suppose that X, is the first value of X such that y - 
r]/h2 has a root on the imaginary axis as X is decreased from 03, 
and suppose that this root is iw,. Then y(iw) - v(iw)/h2 2 0 for 
all 1x1 2 X, and all 0. Now, the derivative of y - r]/y2 with 
respect to 1 / X 2  at s = iw, equals - r](iw,). Since ~ ( i w , )  - r](iw)/ 
X2 = 0 and [by assumption c)] y(iw,) > 0 it follows that ~ ( i w , )  
> 0; hence there exist a Ihl < X, such that y(iw,) - r](iw,)/X* < 
0. It follows again that inf {X2:y(iw) - r]  ( i w ) / X 2  2 0 for all 0) 

= X;. 

APPENDIX C 

PROOF OF LEMMA 4 

The proof of this lemma is a standard application of Wiener 
optimization theory [23]-[25]. For a plant H = $/+ and a 
controller G = p/o, the closed-loop characteristic polynomial is 

xcr=4o+ $P. (C. 1) 
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Let the polynomials 4 and r]  solve the diophantine equation +.$ + 
$7 = 1 (since by assumption 4 and $ have no common roots a 
solution exists). Then for given xcr, (C. 1) can be solved for u and 

. p  in the form 

.u=lxcr+$w,  P=Txcr-dw (C.2) 

with w an arbitrary polynomial. Accordingly, we obtain for the 
sensitivity function and its complement 

S = - = ~ I E + ~ $ P ,  40 T=-=$q-d$P $P (C.3) 
x c i  XCl 

where P : = w/xc,. This is a well-known parametrization of S and 
Tin  terms of the rational function P .  If the closed-loop system is 
required to have all its poles in the closed left-half plane, P-can 
range over all rational functions having their poles in the closed 
left-half plane. 

Define X as the set of rational functions P with all their poles in 
the closed  left-half plane such that VS and WT are proper and 
have no poles on the imaginary axis. Without loss of generality we 
limit the class of admissible control systems to those for which P 
E X. Now, consider EO control systems, respectively parame- 
trized by P E X and P E X. Then using (C.3) it is not difficult 
to find that one can write 

z= VV*SS*+ WW*TP+(VV*S- WW*T)*+$(F-P) 

+ (VV*S- WW*T)d*$*(F-P)* 

+ (VV* + WW*)d+*$$*(F-P)(F-P)*. (C.4) 

Here, in an obviou? notation, 2 corresponds to the control system 
parametrized by P ,  and S and T to that parametrized by P .  A 
standard variational argument shows that if an optimal solution 
exists, the control system parametrized by P maximizes the 
auxiliary criterion (3.18) if and only  if 

im (F-P)C4$(JVi2S-IW12T)* dw=O (C.5) 

for all P E X. Since for P and P in X the rational function (P - 
P)+$( VV*S* - WW*T*) has no poles on the imaginary axis 
and is proper, a simple application of the residue theorem shows 
that a sufficient condition for (C.5) to hold is that X+$( VV*S* - 
WW*Tc) has all its poles in the closed left-half plane. To 
establish uniqueness, we observe by inspecticn of (C.4) using 
(C.5) that the control system parametrized by P is optimal if and 
only  if 

- m  

im E(lVi2+ lFV12)14121$121P-P12 dw=O. (C.6) 

Since by assumption C is positive for all w this implies that = P 
and hence the optimal solution is unique. 

This proof is due to H. Westdijk [26]. 

m 
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